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I. Note 
 
This manual is intended for individuals that have had previous training (e.g. one-week workshop or 
online e-learning course) with, or experience collecting data using, Survey Solutions. This manual will 
only cover the concepts related to the CAPI application of these Forestry Modules. Therefore, it should 
be used in conjunction with the FAO National Socioeconomic Surveys in Forestry questionnaires and 
manual that covers the survey content.1  
 

II. Complementary Resources 
 
Please find below a list of resources available that will help you get started with the customization and 
deployment of the CAPI Forestry Modules. Also, below is a table summarizing the various components 
of the Survey Solutions program. 
  
• FAO National Socioeconomic Surveys in Forestry manual for details on survey content.  
• CAPI template applications found on Survey Solutions Designer (select Public Questionnaires > 

Standard survey modules > Forestry): Community Modules & Household Modules.  
• Survey Solutions documentation site for detailed how-to’s on the mechanics of the software.  
• Survey Solutions’ YouTube channel—and the Questionnaire Designer playlist in particular.  
 

                                                      
1 FAO, CIFOR, IFRI and World Bank. 2016. National socioeconomic surveys in forestry: guidance and survey modules 
for measuring the multiple roles of forests in household welfare and livelihoods, by R.K. Bakkegaard, A. Agrawal, I. 
Animon, N. Hogarth, D. Miller, L. Persha, E. Rametsteiner, S. Wunder and A. Zezza. FAO Forestry Paper No. 179. 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Center for International Forestry Research, International 
Forestry Resources and Institutions Research Network, and World Bank. 

Survey Solutions Software Suite 
Designer  Tester Headquarters Supervisor Interviewer 
Online component 
where 
questionnaires are 
designed.  

Tablet application 
that is connected to 
Designer to test 
questionnaires.  

Survey management 
component—
manage data 
collection team, 
create interview 
assignments, review 
interviews approved 
by supervisor, and 
export data.  

Survey management 
component—
manage enumerators 
on supervisor team, 
allocate assignments 
to enumerators, and 
review interviews 
completed by 
enumerators. 

Tablet application 
that is used to 
receive interview 
cases, complete 
interview cases, and 
send completed 
cases to the 
Supervisor/Headquar
ters.  

Access at 
www.solutions.world
bank.org 

Download from the 
Google Play store by 
searching for Survey 
Solutions Tester.  

Access at the URL of 
your server using HQ 
credentials.  

Access at the URL of 
your server using 
Supervisor 
credentials provided 
by HQ. 

Download 
application using the 
link on the landing 
page of your server.  

http://www.gsars.org/e-learning/index.html
http://surveys.worldbank.org/publications/national-socioeconomic-surveys-forestry
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i6206e.pdf
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/public
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/public/32c836f793a944c0822d97721c167a82
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/public/c8021829a5c943208dd559ed07447b7f
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/9cd01211e6b3497c870ad64b7c93b9f8/group/9cd01211e6b3497c870ad64b7c93b9f8
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340/group/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340
http://support.mysurvey.solutions/
https://www.youtube.com/c/SurveySolutionsCAPI
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIjqNDszKtS54R53kyIbhXWDavziGiSbu
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III. Best Practices for Designing Surveys in CAPI  
 
Testing 
Testing CAPI applications is essential for successful CAPI data collection. Firstly, the forestry modules’ 
templates are a starting point for survey designers. Each country should tailor the applications, in 
consultation with the FAO Forestry manual, to meet the objectives of their survey. Secondly, CAPI 
applications should be reviewed in careful detail to confirm that all the content from the PAPI survey 
(i.e., everything approved for inclusion during the survey design phase) is included in the CAPI 
application. Thirdly, survey designers need to test that the applications are working correctly 
mechanically, such as checking the validations, skips, navigation etc. And lastly, the CAPI application 
should be tested both in the office and in the field, before it is introduced for use during the project pilot 
and enumerator training. Field testing is especially important in order to catch any errors before going 
into the field and to test out synchronization in and out of the office setting. Review of exported data 
should also be incorporated into the testing phase to ensure the file structure and format is as desired. 
 
Using Tester 
Survey designers can utilize the Tester application from the Google Play store to test the questionnaire 
as they are making changes in real-time. For download instructions, please refer to this article.  
 
Comments in Survey Solutions - If and how to use  
On the interviewer application, enumerators can add comments to any question in the questionnaire. If 
comments are to be used by the data collection team, please ensure that how, when, and why they 
should be used are covered in the enumerator training. For more information on comments, please refer 
to this article.  
 
Reporting Functions 
Survey Solutions has several built-in reporting functions which should also be tested and reviewed as 
part of the field testing. Survey designers should work with the survey team leadership to ensure the 
desired content is included in the reports.  
 
 
IV. Revising Questionnaires in CAPI 

 
This section will cover the general instructions on how to make specific types of changes in Survey 
Solutions (the CAPI software). A review of areas specific to the Forestry Modules that should be revised 
in order to customize the module for your specific questionnaire is provided in the section that follows.   
 
 
General Content Revisions  
 

1. Translating  
 
There are two methods for translating the CAPI applications into other languages. 

http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2505348-testing-your-questionnaires-using-the-tester-application?b_id=12728
http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2498059-comments?b_id=12728
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 One method is by using the auto generated Excel document from the Questionnaire Designer.  
To do this, click on the translation button on the left-hand panel.  
 

 
 
 
Then, click on the Get Template for Excel link. 
  

 
 
An Excel file will be downloaded on your computer.  

http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2626663-multilingual-questionnaires?b_id=12728
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Fill in the translation of the text in the translation column and upload the completed file to Questionnaire 
Designer. You can upload as many languages as you like. The enumerator will be able to change the 
language of the questionnaire after opening the survey case on their tablet device.  
 

 
 
 
The second method is manually change the question text in Questionnaire Designer. Click on each object 
in Questionnaire Designer to revise the associated text.   
 

2. Hiding disabled questions  
 
By default, when questions are disabled, they are greyed out. Optionally, questions may be hidden when 
disabled. To do this, first click on the question. Then, check the box in the right-hand panel labeled hide 
if disabled.  
 

http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2467518-general-component-properties?b_id=12728#conditions
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3. Deleting sections, copying and pasting section to/from other questionnaires  
 

Any item in a questionnaire—such as a section, subsection, question, etc.—can be deleted, or copied 
and pasted within or from/to another questionnaire. To do so, right click on the item. Then choose, an 
option from the popup menu. Select “Copy” to copy the item, and select “Delete” to remove the item.  

 

 
 
To paste a copied item, right click on the item that should precede it. And select, Paste after.  
 

4. Adding variable label 
 
By default, the question text is exported as the variable label in the data. For example, the question 
shown below would have “Time Start” as its variable label by default. However, as a Survey Designer you 
can add a custom phrase instead of having the question text as the label in the export file. To do this, 
click on the question and fill in the variable description box. Then, save the changes.  
 

http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2467280-create-and-modify-components-?b_id=12728
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5. Revising text  
 

To edit a question text, click on the question in the navigation pane on the left-hand side. Then edit the 
text under the question text box. Lastly, save the changes. If your questionnaire has multiple translations 
available, be sure to update translations in Designer. 
 

 
 

6. Revising the maximum number of list elements  
 
A maximum number of list elements must be defined for list questions that are linked to a roster. To edit 
this number, click on the list question and revise the number under the maximum number of list 
elements text box. Then, save the changes.  
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7. Revising options in a multi-select question  

 
There are two ways to revise answer options in multi-select/single select questions. One method is use 
the generic interface, as shown below. Revise the code in the left most column, the label in the middle 
column, and the delete using the red “X”.  
 

 
 
 
The second method is to edit under the show strings option. Click on the show strings link at the bottom 
of answer options.  
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Then, revise the answer option list by following this format: Option label….code  
 

 
 
 

8. Revising a question to single/multi-select question  
 
To change the question type, select the question then click on the “Question type” menu and select 
another type from the list.  
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Programming Revisions  
 

9. Revising and/or incorporating additional validations  
 
Validation conditions are defined in the validation condition text box in sections, questions, rosters, and 
subsections.  
 

 
 
Their location can be easily identified by following the blue dots in the navigation pane.  
 

 
 
For more general information on validations, please refer to this article. For information and details on 
syntax, please refer to the syntax guides that can be found by searching for “Syntax Guide” on the 
support site linked here.  
 

10. Filter Conditions  
 
Filter conditions can be added to categorical questions (single and multi-select), so that unlikely answer 
options are not shown to the interviewer. For example, you can filter the answer options presented 
based on the type of food the respondent has reported to have consumed. So, if the questions are 
regarding “Milk” consumed, the units presented in the unit question will be the volume units used for 
liquids.  
 
Type the filter code, in the Filter text box below the answer options.  

http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2467518-general-component-properties?b_id=12728#validation
http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/topics/952855-questionnaire-designer/articles?b_id=12728&page=1
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For information on the syntax, and a more detailed example please refer to the linked pages.  
 

11. Adding a pattern  
 
A pattern can be added to any text question. This would require the enumerator to enter the answer in 
a specific format. Use the symbols below to define the pattern in the text box labeled pattern.  
 

~     One alpha character (A-Z, a-z) 

#     One numeric character (0-9) 

*     One alphanumeric character (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) 
 
For example, if a phone number is expected to be entered in this format (000) 000-0000. Add the 
following in the pattern field: (###) ###-####.  
 

12. Adding variables and accompanying static texts as checks  
 
Variables are typically used to compute a value based on answers given in multiple questions. These 
variables can be used as validation checks by programming static texts to be enabled/disabled based on 
the computed value. These have been implemented in a few places in the Forestry Module CAPI 
templates, for example in the computation of the total interview duration. For more details, regarding 
variables please refer to this article.  
 

13. Revising macros 
 
Macros are used to simplify the updating of frequently used content in a questionnaire—for example, 
recall periods provided by fixed events (e.g., rainy season 2017) or enablement/validation conditions. In 
the Forestry Modules, we have a number of them for setting validations for maximum number of hours, 
household members, etc. 
 

http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2663547-syntax-guide-filtered-answer-options?b_id=12728
https://solutions.worldbank.org/questionnaire/details/116bba6b43e247048a45d88f3ca3b4a8/chapter/86a1285cec7b59c70bb230ee8e3bc181/question/c6e3c5abced7db09046a7e65f9ddcd1b
http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/en/portal/articles/2467364-variables?b_id=12728
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To access these macros and revise the condition syntax, click on the “$m” in the left-hand panel to open 
the Macros panel. Click on the syntax text box to make the necessary edits, and then save the changes.  
 

 
 
 
 

V. Proposed Revisions to the Forestry Modules 
 
The forestry modules have been designed to fit into a wide variety of contexts. Some customization of 
the modules is necessary to tailor the application to your specific survey. Below, the recommended 
customization revisions to the Community and Household modules are explained. 
 
Community Modules 
 
I: Identification of Community 

o  In the static text beginning with “Before the discussion…”, replace placeholders with the 
name of the organization conducting the questionnaire, the organization’s objective, 
number of villages selected, and the name of the village.   
 
 
 

https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/9cd01211e6b3497c870ad64b7c93b9f8/group/9cd01211e6b3497c870ad64b7c93b9f8
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/9cd01211e6b3497c870ad64b7c93b9f8/static-text/4c83e0e2e8309af4eb4dd2042a7b46dc
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A: Seasonal Calendar 
o   c_aq1a. Product list is a placeholder, please refer to the complete product list in the FAO 

National Socioeconomic Surveys in Forestry  and choose the products that are relevant in 
your context.  
 

B: Most Important Forest and Wild Products 
o  c_bq1.  List of products implemented as placeholder. Please revise the product list to 

match the one implemented in Section A: Seasonal Calendar.  
 

C: Units and Pricing 
o c_cq1c. Consider adding a filter to only show relevant unit codes for each product (i.e., add 

a filter condition in the “Filter” field here). This will help to minimize the number of invalid 
data points collected. 
 

F1: Perception of Climate Change 
o c_f1q1, c_f1q2, c_f1q4. Instead of having these questions open-ended, consider using pre-

coded answer options instead, as noted in the paper questionnaire. 
 

Household Modules 
 
I: Survey Information 

o In the static text beginning with “Before the interview…”, replace placeholders with the 
name of the organization conducting the questionnaire, the organization’s objective, 
number of villages, and the number of households. 

 
II: Basic Information on Household Members 

o Consider revising the maximum number of household members that can be listed. 
o Add definition of household in placeholder. 

 
III: Identification of Principal Respondents 

o hh_iiiq2a, hh_iiiq2b. Consider adding a pattern for the contact information that will be 
entered to match a specific format. 

 
A1: Income from Forest and Environmental Products 

o hh_a1q1_1ba. Refer to the FAO National Socioeconomic Surveys in Forestry  and implement 
a product list relevant in your context.  

o hh_a1q1_7a, hh_a1q1_10ba. Consider adding unit codes. 

https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/ff7d6f62e26dc9dae9b21fcaacce3046/question/b8c5aef2b89cbeb5d74b3240de5f5ab1
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i6206e.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i6206e.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i6206e.pdf
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/09e26556ca9ae5369da9fdd8c59afe5c/question/e8981cdc3c0db46a99c6ec136c9a0995
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/dd9229a1a62a120407303de4f0596b13/question/177138000d939732a0f658589f87feb6
http://support.mysurvey.solutions/customer/portal/articles/2663547
https://solutions.worldbank.org/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/dd9229a1a62a120407303de4f0596b13/question/177138000d939732a0f658589f87feb6
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/4bce36a55c813c5fdd5b333419b26174/question/0e11ce298819af0dbbd9e3932caeac7d
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/4bce36a55c813c5fdd5b333419b26174/question/1392d62bc6794c704e12a2a09adad791
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/7cc0ed0667f8435d8f3ada5619e8cdef/chapter/4bce36a55c813c5fdd5b333419b26174/question/f620632f9c0d9a6eb58fd208db99393b
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340/group/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340/group/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e03b8152fb7141048b908bf1f5f30340/static-text/e3734e72d55f12287b8bea7634569638
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/92c570ba19628f8abfd5469dbcb79d70/question/235ca0a2bf9189808cc2371ec3d0bb79
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/92c570ba19628f8abfd5469dbcb79d70/static-text/721707e235aedc48fa9af15531b8f391
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/92c570ba19628f8abfd5469dbcb79d70/static-text/721707e235aedc48fa9af15531b8f391
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/9050bedb3b0fee5fa7968b13405e6c69/question/93d05c4b27e9926266ea082f473a5346
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/9050bedb3b0fee5fa7968b13405e6c69/question/0597e9071b9f1633e08c9b54a350eb72
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/2030a3ecae6baf5bf3c0501c05ae279b/question/248a414d3f87c27e0b3dd0a0e79a73db
http://www.fao.org/publications/card/en/c/deda551b-2a34-4d09-8398-8054a2d28d5a/
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i6206e.pdf
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/2030a3ecae6baf5bf3c0501c05ae279b/question/01aa7e2d55a1414090dc7848e074c4b4
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/2030a3ecae6baf5bf3c0501c05ae279b/question/b37d9a3dde5a5bc03901eed1ea754c06
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o 1.11 , 1.14, 1.24, 1.27. These calculations are omitted from the CAPI design. Two options: 
(1) Use Stata to calculate these values after data collection; (2) Once unit codes for the 
above questions are implemented, use variables to compute the value and static text to 
display the value, which can be used as an on-site validation check.  

o hh_a1q1_20, hh_a1q1_23b. Consider adding unit codes. 
 
B1: Forest Resource Base 

o hh_b1q1_1ab. Consider adding unit codes. 
 
C1: Food Shortage 

o hh_c1q1_5. Product codes for harvested products from the wild (including forests) – in the 
raw (1-100) have been implemented. Revise if needed. 
 

C2: Shocks and Crises 
o hh_c2q2_4. If there is a fixed set of products, this should be an ordered multi-select rather 

than a list question. 
 
D2: Forest Clearance 

o hh_d2q2_2b, hh_d2q2_4b, hh_d2q2_5b, hh_d2q2_7c, hh_d2q2_10b,hh_d2q2_17b. 
Consider adding unit codes. 

https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/fad527b677baad90da92028f3fca73bb/question/d9efee31b96f4e8ab7ef6dba45be9c34
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/fad527b677baad90da92028f3fca73bb/question/1186cb887c2848a4b59f2a40ab68d314
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/8faae1ac2e4cfa4e81b97d0a7295ae62/question/21b560e64d482e27f8de8f326e683c5e
https://solutions.worldbank.org/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/f052f76d628d30868d5f7e23233b6b56/question/d4863cb33cf3196222de76167a5254b0
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/f052f76d628d30868d5f7e23233b6b56/question/d4863cb33cf3196222de76167a5254b0
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e45d34de46aecf48506e22d356148931/question/28d37a95bb82dcf0b0252f14591210d7
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e45d34de46aecf48506e22d356148931/question/dc262b5ea4e6c4a4f3f456f9256d4c31
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e45d34de46aecf48506e22d356148931/question/20f64f594bd5f9aa4f6cc8f8371cf34f
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e45d34de46aecf48506e22d356148931/question/8d32a158d2e15e94ade4ce624997501e
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e45d34de46aecf48506e22d356148931/question/917cf0814dc0569c77232cd044dd8b30
https://designer.mysurvey.solutions/questionnaire/details/3dec56405cf2451ba5720bd0bf834f7d/chapter/e45d34de46aecf48506e22d356148931/question/1120258cf97f44d6155c38ff81cec065
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